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H ousing policy set
By Oran Rankin
Editor
"Last years confusion about the
Ravine Apartment sign up process will
hopefully be lessened this year with the
announcement o f the application
process for the 1986-87 school year.
On Tuesday, 11 March 1986,
students who are current residents of the
Ravines ma
may sign up in the Ravine
Center air day. Students must hayse a
receipt for the $90 deposit, and must
sign the lease by 5:00 pm, 14 March
1986 to gaurantee their space.
Current residents who would like a
different apartment may sign up on 12
March 1986 beginning at 8:00 am.
Apartments will be given on a first
come first serve basis in the Ravine

Center. Again, applicants must provide
a $90 housing deposit, and sign the
lease by 5:00 pm on 14 March.
Any remaining spaces w ill be
available through a lottery on 13 March
1986. This will take place in the
Ravine Center at 10:00 pm. To be
eligible for the lottery, students must
have the application and deposit turned
in to the Ravine Center by 5<00 pm, 12
March 1986.
Students who wish to return to the
dorms will have from now until 5:00
pm, 24 March 1986 to submit their
application and $90 deposit to guarantee
themselves a space. After 26 March, all
remaining space will be released on a
first come/first serve basis. Alternative
housing is also available.

Canadian Ballet to perform
at GVSC
By Eric Skoglund
Staff Writer
The l.unchbreak Series has an extra
special performance Monday, February
24 at noon,'with the Theatre Ballet of
Canada.
Featured will be the
, holography work of Lawrence Gradus,
the troupes artistic director and one of
the most respected choreographers in
( 'anada.

The l.unchbreak series is a free
program of music ■ classical, jazz,
’ lk-ot dance-ballet, modem, and dances
: other .ultures ■of mime and theater
' me ot the performers are local, others
• ational. while others come from as far
:■>.as j- India to play at the Louis
'■r a n in >ng t h e a tre

.here are usualls one to two
rmances a week in the theatre
sated in the ('aider Fine Arts Center
■ m n<•<m to one tcheck calendar of
■■eni- ’ r tines and performances) The
eries has uonststantly had quality
; rograms of variety which should
appeal to just about everyone.

The theatre ballet of Canada with a
troupe of ten dancers should promise to
be a high point of what are always good
performances at Lunchbreak
The
troupe has been well received all over
Canada, Mexico, Central and South
America and the United States. Their
program will consist of three pieces
choreographed by Lawrence Gradus to
the music of Dubussv, Bach and Ruth
Crawford Seeger
Sandwiches, fruit and coffee are
available in Calder before each
performance. So, it you have some
time between noon and one. have a
lunch and enjoy a performance by The
Theatre Ballet of Canada in the Louis
Armstrong Theatre this Mondav,
Februarv 24 and check the calendar of
events for other performances y< ma>
enjoy at L.unchbreak You wont be
disappointed.
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Pre-Physical Therapy Club
presents check for $600
By Rick M iles
News Editor

Tuesday, 11 February 1986, marked
the first of what Pre-J'herapy Club
members hope will be an annual event.
In a presentation at 2:00 pm, GVSC
Anatomy Department professors
Timothy Strickler and Brian Curry were
given a check for that department.
Presenting the check were Jill Green,
Sharon Smith, and Sue Hooks;
Pre-Physical Therapy Club president,
vice president, and secretary,
respectively.

The donation, in the amount of
$600.00, was made possible through a
variety of fundraising events sponsored
by the club, the most successful being
a candy sale. Club president Jill Green
said when the dub began raising funds
over a year ago they had a minimal
balance in their account, but thanks to
successful efforts the presentation of the
$600.0U donation was made possible
She further stated that this will
hopefully be the first of an annual
event.

Smitty winners anounced
By Rick Miles
News Editor
T hursday.
Feb.
13 in the
Anthropologv Lab the winners were
announced in the loiters tor guessing
:e age ot Smitty the mastodon
Steve Weber and Jirnmv Zinsk will
-pin the prize for their guesses as to the
age in years of Smitty s remains Their
guesses, 11.000 B P, (before present)
were closest to the age as determined by
radio carbon tests conducted by a
laboratory in Florida.

The winners will 'hare tirst prize
money, which is 509f of the total funds
raised by [he lottery. The remainder
will he used to help in the costs id
reconstructing and displaying Smitty at
an on-campus exhibition site
The Anthropology Club will
continue to sponsor fund raising events
and accept donations for the purpose ut
making the Smitty exhibit)' >n a reality.
Support of the campus community is
appreciated and encouraged by
Anthropology Club members and
others concerned
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GAIA R eopens
By H enry H. Hardy
A ssistan t Editor
GAIA, Grand Rapids alternative
coffeehouse, has reopened for business
after being closed for remodeling during
January. The popular food, art, and
entertainment spot has experienced a
wave o f popularity recently. The
restaurant has been the subject o f recent
articles in the Grand Rapids Press and
International Vegetarian magazine.
GAIA was selected as the best
vegetarian restaurant in Grand Rapids
for 1985 by Grand Rapids magazine.
Scores o f people attended the
reopening party for the coffeehouse on
Friday, January 21.
Recent art
openings have been so crowded that
they are being made invitation-only
events.
Currently being exhibited at GAIA is
a show called, "Whippits, Fish, Socks,
and a Bath House," by local artists
Marianne Wysocki and Sharon Rysdyk.
GAIA is the Greek name of the
goddess of the earth. Since its opening
several years ago, GAIA has served as a
magnet for an eclectic group o f artists,
activists, poets, musicians, feminists,
students and street people who have
made up the regular clientelle.
GAIA cook Ted Bergin says that the
GAIA clientelle i s slowly changing,
however. "Its getting more and more
m a in str e a m ,"
B e r g in
says.
"Mainstream as opposed to Bohemians
who don't get out of bed before noon.

Phi KappaPhi - Honors ProgramRssgatclL&.Development-Centa

People com e here because they like
good food," says Beigin.
Bergin says that he likes to work at
GAIA because he likes the informality
and intimacy o f the small coffeeshop.
"I get to do whatever I want," said
Bergin. "I like hearing what people tell
me after they eat a meal that I've
cooked."
N ot everyone likes the changes
which have been made in GAIA. Some
patrons we interviewed said that they
m issed some o f the counterculture
atmosphere. Bergin said that the new
commercial juke box is particularly
unpopular. "I don't like it,” Bergin
said.
Every Sunday night GAIA has
"Cabaret N ight."
M aster o f
Ceremonies Oscar Bittenger conducts
this forum and open mike for Grand
Rapids area musicians and entertainers.

Seminar

Ursula Franklin, Foreign Languages
Department, will present her paper from
the symposium last June at the
University o f Sarajevo.
"The Role o f the Humanities and
Comparative Literature in
Cross-National Education."
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1986 3:00P.M. - 216 ASH
Refreshments will be served. Students
are especially welcome.

Oran Rankin
Henry E. Hardy
Thom Gault
Rick Miles
Rodd Monts
Roderick Wells
Todd Saylor
Donna Hart sell
Marge Wangbichler
Theodore Beriand
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Commons Dining
February 21
Adm ission: $ 1.00
before 10:00pm
$2.00 after 10:00pirj

with

Opinions expressed in the l-anthorn are not necessarily
those of Grand Valley State College.

GVSC Students have formed a Lucas
S tu d en t
su p p ort
o rg a n iza tio n
on -cam p u s.
C o -ch a irin g the
organization are students David Conklin
and K evin N adai.
For more
information contact Kevin at 895-6954.
Student Senate is sponsoring a donation
drive to provide assistance to families
o f the Challenger Crew. Tables will be
operated in Kirkhof Center, 8am-6pm,
and the Commons (during meal-time).

W HITE

BEER, LIQUOR, WINE,
KEG BEER,LOTTERY
TICKETS,POST OFFICE
HOURS:
M — TH 7am -11 pm
FRI St S A T 7am- 12 Midnight
SU N 9 a m -9 pm
IN ST A N D A LE 453-1007
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&

New time for AA meetings: 5:00pm
Tuesdays - Bay Room Kirkhof Center

8

l ig h t n in g
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Campus Events

Other forthcoming GAIA events
include guitarist and singer Dan
Pavlodies at 8:00 pm on Saturday,
February 22 and a poetry reading on
Friday, February 28th. Another art
opening is scheduled for March 8th, and
folk slide guitarist Frank Salamone will
perform on March 29th.
GAIA owners K.C. Calliendo and
Kathy Corrao have both said that
GVSC students are especially welcome
at the newly remodelled coffeehouse.
Information on GAIA activities and
hours can be obtained by calling the
coffeehouse at 454-6233.
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Mexico Trip Offered
By K aren Sneller
S ta ff W riter
Grand Valley State students with one
year or more o f college Spanish are
being given the opportunity to
experience Mexican culture first hand
while earning up to six additional
college credits. The trip, which is
being arranged by the International
Studies and F oreign language
departments o f Grand Valley, begins
May 12 and continues until June 6.
Four of the available credits will be
earned at the Mexican North American
Cultural Institute in Guadajara where
ihe students will be studying the
Spanish language.
The additional two credits are
available to those students who wish to
participate in an internship program.
These students can be placed in nearly
any field of their choice from public

''rS N E sS T T o T E fT E R -!
HELP YOU!
i

relations to law enforcement and health
care. N o salary will be earned in
addition to the credits, but the student
will have the opportunity to experience
another culture,
The cost w ill be $650 (which will
cover room and board, field trips and
institute charges), plus tuition and
transportation. Living arrangements
will be made with Mexican families,
Financial Aid is available for students
who are eligible. A special travel grant
is also being offered,
Professor Robert Hoeksema sees this
trip as a chance for students to
encounter and utilize a foreign language
in its native country, and also to
discover what is being done in their
field of interest away from home,
Additional information may be
obtained by contacting Professor
Hoeksema at 895-3476.

wuti be staying in
my room, mrs. pau.as.
there7 cleansheets
on mebep anpherring
innarps mme sink.
i apologue foe me
L*.

51 Monroe Mall N.W.

3150 Plainfield

1533 Wealthy S.E.

2883 Wilson, Grandville

ARDEN’S

LATTER.

/fa

Greek Week fl Success
By Lesley Turner
Guest W riter

Tuesday evening Chi Omega Delta and
Sigma Phi Epsilon co-sponsored a
date/rape seminar far all GVSC

Greek week is a very important part
of greek life. The success of the second
annual GVSC greek week has
established the tradition for future
greeks. Greek week is a chance for
campus greeks to get to know one
another, show their spirit, and to have
alot of fun.
With die many events sponsored last
week by each greek organization, there
was something for everyone. Greek
week officially began Sunday evening
with an all greek party. Monday
evening Sigma Phi Epsilon sponsored a
greek vs. faculty/staff basketball game
during halftime of the men’s basketball
game. At 9:30 greeks met at the
campus pool for the annual all greek
picture.
Tuesday afternoon campus greeks
attended a faculty/staff open house, later
that same afternoon they met at
Robinson field for a tug-of-war contest
sponsored by Sigma Sigma Sigma.

students. At 10:00 pm campus greeks
arrived in fraternity/sorority colors to
watch the movie Animal House. On
Wednesday, Delta Sigma Phi hald an
open house for the advisors of greek
organizations. Greeks who missed
Animal House Tuesday evening could
catch it Wednesday evening at 10:00
pm.
Thursday afternoon Tau Kappa
Epsilon held the greek games at Grand
Valley's ski hill. Thursday evening Pi
Kappa Phi sponsored a lecture on greek
life by Robert Egan, author of the book
F ro m H e re
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Hairloit Tanning Room
Well make you feel beautiful all over
Special $-45 per package of 10 with coupon
regular $6 per visit
Call 895-7151 - Hairtoft, near the Goalpost

454-8251
Hours for donations

^

M - Th 7 a.m .-4:15 p.m.

^

Closed Wednesdays

io i/tr/6
A iim s

645 Cherry S.E.

T & F b a.m.-3;30 p.m.
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Allendale Women s
Christian Temperance
Union Asks

I he- j n d r r l s n i t t aloes in
niusl advertising are totallv
materialistic
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are
liascd . r, a lalsc premise
that tm sing crrtair product s
is supposed to meet the
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F-u r t hern. orr . a lot of a d 
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looks or social status

HOTOMART/AUDIOVISUAL. INC.
000 W Fulton • Grand Rapids, Ml 49504 • Phone (616)456-7881
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3 block? oasi-of John Ball Park
Your Complete Camera Store
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$11 valu e only $6
)60 tk
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afternoon Zeta Delta Chi and Sigma REALLY
Sigma Sigma co-sponsored an all greek
Monopoly tournament. Saturday
morning many greek leaders gathered at
the Kirkhof Center for an all campus
leadership conference. Greek week
officially ended Saturday evening with
the monopoly dance co-sponsored by
Zeta Delta Chi and Sigma Phi Epsilon.

Futuristic Family Hair Care

^

Friday

JUST HOW LONG
haw

THE USUAL
COCKAMAMY
SUB-PLOTS.
AS NEAR AS I
CAN FIGURE

|H E L P OTHERS & RECEIVE A |
I $10 BONUS WITH YOUR I
I f ir s t p l a s m a d o n a t i o n , |
§
PLUS THIS COUPON
f
$7 for first visit during the week
$12 fur second visit during the week
Earn extra income weekly by donating plasma

%
rag)
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Ormthetically Speaking:
The Space Shuttle
By Oran Rankin
E ditor
I remember the day clearly. I was a
sophomore in high school, and we were
let out o f class to see the first
launching o f the Space Shuttle. We
gathered around, excited and tense,
waiting to see a triumph in human
• endeavor. Suddenly, huge orange flames
shot from the bottom o f the massive
rocket engines, and the Space Shuttle
slowly started to ascend into space. It
was an amazing sight to behold! Soon
it was just a dot in the sky, only
visible through long telescopic lenses.
I remember the day clearly. I was a
sophomore in co lleg e, and 1 was
listening to the radio. Space Shuttle
launchings have become quite routine, I
thought, and this will be pretty much
the same. Suddenly, the announcer
reported that the Space Shuttle
Challenger exploded in a spectacular
fireball. It was a sad thought to behold!
Soon it was not more than smoking
debris, racing to its tomb in the
Atlantic Ocean.
Such a catastrophic event made me
think hard about the Space Shuttle
program. What benefits have we
received? How has my life been
improved by the Space Shuttle? It
hasn't, and the United States is in more
debt than its ever been in. Instead of the
Space Shuttle being used for any great
scientific research, one of its primary
uses has been the perfection of military
technology^ Some o f the missions have been shrouded in mystery, with a
Pentagon payload.

And with great pressure on NASA to
speed up Shuttle launchings, we see a
civilian school teacher sent up in a
defective space craft
1 feel that its time the general public
starts to exert some constructive
pressure on Washington to develop a
more realistic and humanitarian space
policy. By humanitarian I mean that the
Space Shuttle should not have any
military applications whatsoever. Its a
depressing thought to see the gleaming
white, almost sensuous looking orbiter
maligned by technology designed to
improve methods of mass killing. If
there is no better application for the
Shuttle, then it is a tragically sad
commentary on the state of human
affairs. The Shuttle should be used for
more universally beneficial purposes,
like the launching of communications
satellites to aid Third World
development.
By realistic 1 mean that the Shuttle
program should develop at a pace
consistent with need and technology.
NASA should not be pressured to
launch too often, or mishaps such as an
explosion might take place And the
Space Shuttle should be much more
thouroughly tested before civilians are
considered for launch.
I remember the day clearly It was
just a few weeks after the turn of the
century, and the U.S./U.S S.R space
station was just boarded by the first
tourists After the Shuttle catastrophv
of the mid-eighties, it was finally
realized that international cooperation
was the answer to the conquest of
orbital space Occasionally it could be
seen in the predawn sky, a dot of hope

By H arry O lm stead
G uest E ditorial
Harry Olmstead would have given this
speech on the proposed honorary degree
for Winnie or Nelson Mandela at the
February 14 meeting o f the GVSC Board
of Control if he had been recognized to
speak. He is a member o f the Institute
for G lobal Education and the Grand
Rapids Draft Board.

My interest here today is because I
believe that education goes beyond the
classroom and, as a representative o f the
Institute o f Global Education, the
working group on South Africa, I hope
I share your deep concerns about the,
treatment of the black majority by the
white ruling government o f South
Africa. The human rights of all South
Africans must be respected, including
the right to meaningful participation in
the government.
Our government and its citizens
should use every means available to
change South Africa's discriminatory
policies toward blacks. This includes
both economic sanctions strong enough
to effect change and diplomacy such as
you are doing here today by recognizing
the black leadership of South Africa in
that o f Nelson Mandela.
The statement that you should be
making in honor o f Nelson Mandela
must send with it a clear and
unequivocal stand against a system of
legalized and constitutionally enshrined
discrimination. It must also be a vivid
message to the ruling government of
South Africa to abandon Apartheid and
a c k n o w le d g e
the
c o m p e te n t
representatives o f the blacks of South
Africa, particularly that o f Nelson
Mandela.

I also urge you, as heads of many
corporations and institutions represented
here today, to go back and look at your
own corporate holdings and investments
and to continue to set the example by
divesting in corporations doing
business in South Africa.
If you are to censure the racially
discriminatory policies and practices of
South Africa today, then each of you
must exercise our prescnbed beliefs and
expressions.
I would like to also address students
and say that change takes place in our
society not by tearing it down but by
becoming an active participant by
registering to vote and by voting in all
elections, also through unselfish service
in ways that will bring about
non violent social change. It is the
power that we must recognize and
awaken in ourselves and utilize the
knowledge that we have paid the price
for here to go out and execute peaceful
and socially just change.
The humamtarianism which you can
demonstrate here today should be just
and serves as an inspiration for all of us
that we can come together - united in
solidarity ■ to begin to rise above
injustices in the world today.
Indeed we are a country of people
who care, who stand up against those
who oppress and empower those who
are oppressed, and work towards
freedom for all people, striving to nd
ourselves of our own racisms and
prejudices through faith, hope, and
love, and the greatest of these is love
I truly hope that we ^an praise and
respect each of you for your sincere
acknowledgement of the competent
black leadership in South Africa today
I thank you for allowing me the
opportunity to share my thoughts with
you

Winnie Mandela
4

N©t©§ from tlh© mmiergrommdl:
Three Cheers for President Lubbers
Henry E. Hardy
A ssistant E ditor

President Lubbers has made a
surprise announcement that the GVSC
administration nas written to South
African dissident Winnie Mandela to

ask if she would accept an honorary
degree from GVSC. The announcment
was made during the Board of Control's
annual meeting on February 14, 1986.

Winnie Mandela has been at the
center of the controversy in South
Africa since she began openly
diobeying her "banning" orders last
year. She has been frequently detained
in confrontations with the South
African police for attempting to live in
her Soweto home. Her banning orders
prohibit her from being in the area.
Mandela is to appear in court on
Wednesday, February 19, to answer
charges against her stemming from her
attempts to live in her own house.
In the black township of Kagiso,
west of Johannesburg, ten leaders of the
antiapartheid movement held a press
conference to call upon the white
minority government to end the official
harassment of Ms. Mandela.
“They must give Winnie her freedom
so she pave the way for what is ahead
of us," said sociologist Fatima Meer of
the United Democratic Front, a
multiracial coalition of anti-apartheid
groups. "W'hat is ahead of us is the
release of Nelson" Mandela, the
imprisoned leader of the African
National Congress, she said.
As Winnie Mandela arrived at another
news conference, she was mobbed by
about 200 school children, who laughed
and shouted, "Mama". Mandela said that
she believed that a man shown in a
CBS videotape taken on Thursday the
13th of February was her husband
Nelson Mandela. The man was filmed
being taken to a clinic near Cape Town
With the release from the Soviet
Union of dissident Anatoly Sharansky,
one of the South African govemrrenfs

conditions for the release of Mandela
has been met. In addition to Sharansky,
the government is demanding freedom
for Soviet nucler physicist and dissident
Andrei Sakharov, and the release of
Capt. Wynand Du Toit, a prisoner of
war in the war between-South African

and Cuban backed faction inside
Angola.
The primary sticking point in the
deal to release Mandela is over the issue
of nonviolence. South African State
President P. W. Botha has demanded
that Mandela renounce violence as a
condition of his release. Mandela, in
turn, says that the government is
responsible for most of the violence and
that it first must renounce violence and
armed confrontation before he will do
so.
It is into this complex world that
Grand Valley State College has boldly
taken one step forward. By offering a
degree to Ms. Mandela, we are declaring
our solidarity with the oppressed
peoples of the third world. We are
saying "No!” to the formula of
corporate exploitation which lets
millions starve while Amencans spend
millions of dollars to exersize or diet
away their excess fat.
Despite the qualms of some junior
administrators, President Lubbers has
placed us on the side of freedom and
justice and against the mad corporate
greed which leads our predetory
companies to South Africa in search of
gold, diamonds, uranium, and cheap and
easily exploited labor. As the author of
the draft resolutions which first
proposed the idea of a degree for Nelson
Mandela or another recognized leader >t
the South African resistance n
apartheid, I applaud President Lubbers
wholeheartedly

Portions of this article were written
«.uh information from ike Associated
Press The Detroit Free Press, ana
the Grand Rapids Press

Lanthorn Letters
To the. Editor:
I am sitting here going over the line
o f bull sh it you have written
concerning die effects o f LSD (acid) or
lysergic acid diethylamide, if you like
to use fancy words. I will not tell
anyone what to do or think against her
or his will. It has taken me more than
five hours o f contem plating the
foolishness o f your writing about a
subject which you apparently have no
k n ow led g e o f other than book
knowledge or what has been passed on
to you by your ancestors. It is high
time you come down out o f your clouds
and take a look at a little which
involves the survival o f our species;
female as well as male.
You speak o f LSD as if it were
something in the far off land o f where
never will bes. I am answering your
book knowledge about someone by the
name o f Albert Hoffman who you give
some great amount of bearing to.
The only Hoffman who has validity
on anything which can be said is Ahbie
Hoffman, author o f "Steal This Book"
and other writings and teachings, who
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rr- .............
is from the,. Y ip p ies-th e Youth
International Party.
In your writing you ramble on about
fantasies and what not that you
apparently believe come from the usage
o f LSD. You are spitting out a line o f
bullshit. You speak o f severe "crisis"
that develops from the usage of LSD. I
will tell you flat rate that I have found
none o f the effects you speak of.
There is a pleasant feeling that
accompanies i t You have to wait
approximately five hours to begin
seeing any o f the kaliedescope effects
that were spoken o f in Lucv in the Skv
with Diamonds. The greatest dangers
that I can find with LSD is that it
brings you into a comlpete contact with
reality.
The only "crisis" which
develops from the. "trip" is a sense of
needing to be able to communicate with
other humanoids on one basic level.
In the name o f freedom o f speech; I
challenge you in the name o f the
student body at Grand Valley 5tate
College to print this denunciation o f
foolishness. We have no business
speaking about that which we do not
know. I challenge you to quit teaching

the monsters and hobgoblins o f ancient
German myth. We are rational human
beings and we can all communicate; and
perhhps some o f us should spend more
time teaching about those things for
which w e are all being trained SURVIVAL
In some places where I have been, to
print such an "expose" based on
ignorance is grounds for physical
punishment.
The greatest sin gle
resource which w e have to leave to
future generations is survival. On
"acid"/LSD, etc. a person's mind will
only understand and see that which one
seeks to see before hand. POWER TO
THE PEOPLE!
comrade tom
To the Editor:
I have been pictured on page ten of
the Lanthorn as a Bob Hein with a
quote 1 imagine Bob Hein made.
Above the series o f four pictures of
which I'm included is the question;
What do you think o f the Lanthornl
What might have been typed under my

photo if the layout hadn't been jumbled
might have been this:
"As with all things, the Lanthorn
could be improved, but the paper is a
big improvement over last semester.
With more articles containing greater
content, the Lanthorn's on a good
brack."
I agree also with Marcia Schroeder
who felt there should be more student
input-for this reason I have decided to
write for the Lanthorn.
Eric Skoglund

In an offer o f com passion and
support the Student Senate is
sponsoring a donation drive to raise
m oney for the fam ilies o f the
Challenger Crew.
The drive will occur Thursday, Feb.
20. Senators will be at tables located
in Kirkhoff Center from 8am - 6pm.
The Commons table will be available
to accept donations during meal-times.
The donations .will be sent to the relief
fund in the name o f GVSC's student
body. The Student Senate encourages
all who care to make a donation.

Peppinos Pizza

~ jj^ F am ily
R e sta ra u n t
Your hosts: Vern Bohl & Chris Boetsma

Banquet rooms available fo r all occasions
Eat In or take out!
Monday - Saturday 6:00 a.m. • 8:00 p.m.
6534 Lake Michigan Dr., Allendale, Ml

895-7191

FACULTY OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION ANNOU
NCES THE FOLLOWING DEADLINE FOR WINTER

SEMESTER PARTICIPATION

WE HAVE BEEN AROUND FOR 10 YEARS
MWE KNOW HOW"
ACROSS THE STREET FROM
G.V.S.C.
0-4647 Lake Michigan Drive
Allendale, Ml
895-4308
ECONOMY STROMBOLI-2 ltems-$1.95
JUMBO STROMBOLI-3 ltems-$2.75
For the month of February Peppinos Pizza is
offering the following special:

Admission tc the School of Education
Student Teaching
Teaching Assisting
Pre-teaching (Special Education)
Graduate Practicum

Deadline:

M a rc h 15, 198S

Requirements:

See pages 156 and 157 of the current
catalog.

Special Note:

ALL STUDENTS SEEKING ADMIS
SION TO THE UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAM ARE ENCOURAGED TO
COMPLETE THE
"Pre-Professional
Skills Tests of Reading, Writing, and
Mathematics."

*

.50 off a 12" pizza

STUDENT TEACHERS ARE ENCOU
RAGED TO COMPLETE THE "Nation

*

.75 off a 14" pizza

al Teacher Examination."

*$1.00 off a 16" pizza
If You Don’t Know

SPRINGBREAK
/ u v lhe S u n ’’
7 nigh is 8 da vs
m i l 1 au derdale. Daviona
or (he Islands

LUV FtK)Ki I JM 2006 lOII

PROGRAM:

1
t

DIAMONDS
Know Your Jeweler
For special prices on diamonds, watches
& jewelry, visit your nearest

FOXir
Downtown, Rogers Plaza,
North Kent, and Woodland

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - 132 AuSahle Hall
895-3391

,

.

'
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At Large
A love-story hangover

Ellen
Goodman

BOSTON -- I once held my
high-school record for the number o f
times anyone had seen* "Gigi." In
college, I worked my way up the charts
for "Breakfast at Tiffany's" before I ran
out of movie money.
I confess this only to let you know
that I am a sucker for a love story, even
"Love Story." To this day, I am a
demographic natural for a three-doily,
hearts-and-flowers orgy o f romantic
movies. So, this Valentine's week,
while anyone with an ounce o f sense
was watching the Filipino saga o f Cory
and Ferdinand, I was glued to the
romantic duos brought into my
bedroom by cable TV.
Now, to my dismay, I seem to have
developed a love-storyjjangover. It
turns out that I can't wallow in junk
romance the way I once could. I may
dive as eagerly as ever into the bag of
cinematic Fritos, devour them just as
happily. But then I walk around with
an after taste, thinking about the
ingredients.
Something has happened since Holly

Golightly left my life. Today I keep
writing postscripts to H ollyw ood’s
happy endings:
It's a perfectly
ridiculous pastime, but there it is.
In the car this morning, I added an
entirely new reel to one o f the two-star
movies in my marathon, "Falling in
Love." The film itself had ended with
love conquering all. Robert DeNiro and
Meryl Streep, free o f previous
marriages, had reunited on a commuter
train, and ridden o ff into the happily
ever after.
But in my reel, Meryl moved to
Bob's H ouston and m issed her
Manhattan. The two children from
Bob’s first marriage came to visit from
time to time. He indulged them; she
judged his indulgence. She wanted to
have children o f her own, but Bob
wasn't sure. Money was tight, the
refrigerator needed cleaning...and you
get the moving picture.
It is not that I replaed the happy
ending o f the screenwriter with an
unhappy ending o f my own. In my
scenario they still loved each other.

GRAND \$ U j:y

But they were no longer "falling in
love." They had landed.
The other postscripts were equally
pedestrian. The screenwriters sealed the
loose ends o f their Grade-B filnis with a
kiss, but I unravelled them again to see
where they would lead. Could a
perfume manufacturer like Barbara
Streisand make a go of it with a boxer
like Ryan O'Neal in "The Main Event"?
What would happen when the pretty
A m erican horticulturist and the
handsome French banker in "Until
September" tried to live together in
January? What had happened to my
sense of romance?
Surrounded by the absurdity o f my
postscripts I wondered whether we just
lose our taste for romance as we get
older the way we lose our taste for
Sugar Smacks. It’s possible, but I
think what happens is that most of us
acquire a new taste. A taste for the
long run, for the epic tale.
Theer's a point in life, early life
anyway, when attraction is the central
mystery, even the obsession. In our
teens, we imagine that the romantic tale
o f our lives comes to climax at the
moment of mutual promise. Our own
experience is so short that our

imagination stretches no further into
the future than the credit lines o f the
movie.
■
t ’
But as people get older they have
almost inevitably lived in one happily
ever after-ofi another. .They know
what’s coming after The End. They can
see the huge centrifugal forces, the
clashes o f will and personalities, and
the troubles o f everyday life: kids,
work, money, -what Zorba the Greek
once called "the whole catastrophe.”
By mid-life, most o f us cany that
knowledge around in our brains like
that old invention from Sesame Street,
The What-Happens-Next Machine. It is
a postscript that we bring into any next
stage of life or love. The more past we
have, the more we may, even
reluctantly,, project it onto the future
screen.
In time maybe many o f us become
less interested in how people get
together, and more interested in how
they will stay together, the "getting" is
so much less complex than "being” in
love.
I suppose that's why romance movies
are about beginnings; they're easier.
But like incurable romantics, they miss
a lot. They miss the kind of love that's
been around long enough to inlude
friendship and trust and a whole lot of
gratitude. As a love-story buff I know,
this is not what people write scripts

about. It's not on Valentines. But it's
the surprise in the chocolate box, the
happy non-ending, the stuff on which
you build a life.

n
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To the stu d en ts and facility o f Grand V alley S tate
C ollege.

T he m em bers at th e Grand V alley OC k C

wish to exten d

By Am y K lofkorn
S taff W riter

an o p en in vitation to an yon e w ho

w ould liKe to w orship our H eavenly Father w ith us.

Services 10 a.m. 7 p.m.
Sunday Scnoot for all jiges l i : I d .
It transportation n eed ed , P L h A S h call 8 9 5 -0 5 5 4 or
077-58.54.

Fraternity" author delivers
informative presentation

When in doubt, Party: This was the
theme behind author Robert Egan's
humorous presentation celebrating
greek life.
The Pi Kapps, Tri Sigs, Ques, Chi
Delts, Sig Eps, and Delta Chis turned
out in full force last Thursday night at
the K irkhof Center for Egan's
audiovisual slide show, which Egan
called "a pep-rally for Greek
(Drganizations."
Before the 45-m inute slide
presentation began Egan, sporting a
Grand Valley baseball cap and dark
sunglasses (the ultimate in 80's greek
wear), autographed posters and copies of
his best-selling book From Here to
Fraternity.
Most of the slides were donated from
fraternity and sotority scrapbooks
collected from organizations in forty
states over a six month period of "Fun"
research.
Egan opened with examples of Greek
House Architecture featuring styles like
"B om b-S helter C lassical"
and
"Neo-Taco Bell". Interior decor of
traditional Greek housing was shown to
include beer-can pyramids, the ever
popular beer dispensing Coke machine
and a multitude of road signs, which,
when fallen by the wayside, are picked
by Greeks in their effort to keep
America beautiful.
Egan described fraternity stereotypes
including: the Jocks who work out by
hurling kegs in their spare time; The

Studs a.k.a. the pretty boys, G.Q's, and
the blow dry guys; The animals who
live like bears with furniture and who
go stair surfing; The Milk and Cookie
Bunch who play "bowling for pledges"
during rush week, and who host
"exciting" Cheeses of the World parties.
"Parties, are an art form," according to
Egan, which have such themes as the
"fake wake" - complete with casket and
mock grave site, "Mexican Stone Age",
and "Boxer and Bow Tie". Egan's
favorite themg'purty is the Hawaiian
Luau, "1 like the Hawaiian theme so
much that it was the theme at mv
wedding reception. We had grass skirts.
Tiki decor, the whole bit," he said.
Beer is the party food favored by
most Greeks, and Egan showed slides
depicting beer can slams, the beer-bong
and drinking games mlcuding beer pong
and beer hunter (It's like playing
R ussia n
R o u l e t te
using
a
"super-charged" can of beer instead of a
gun).
Beer is also a favorite theme used in
certain fund-raising events, such as the
"no-hands beer drinking relay" and a
marathon keg rolling from New York
to Los Angeles.
Between slide changes whomever
could name five American and five
foreign beer brands won sunglasses
Egan concluded his presentation bv
listing famous Greek alumni such aJerry (The Beaver Cleaver) Matherv
Or.ille Redenbacher (of popcorn fame'
and perhaps the most respected alumni
David Letterman.
coni on pt; / i
A reception in the Mainsail Lounge
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VOICE: How has the shuttle Challenger incident affected your thoughts on space exploration?

|

M ichael

|

"I think it was a good thing. It was
gonna happen in the long run anyway.
It will make the space program better (in
the long run)."

I

I
I

U lfsox

C andy

C ow ling

"It was a tragedy, but I think we should
go on with space travel -- There will be
set backs with anything."

Louis Rhoden II

Chris Dmltrulc

"I think space technology has gone
pretty far in the past, and I don't think
one accident should hinder the effect of
the program."

"I think once they find out what
happened and correct it - they should go
back up -- but until then they should not
send any more men into space.

Photos by Jill Schroeder

Myriad means vocal variety at its best
By Rodd M onts
Features Editor

Myriade, an a cappella vocal quartet
gave an inspirational performance last
Thursday, as part of the Lunchbreak
Series.
The group consists of Timothy
Clark, baritone, Gary Jacoby, tenor,
James Schrader, counter tenor, and Aya
Jurgensons. They sing a variety ot
music, form ancient to modem.
Myriade took the approximately M)
audience members on a tour through the
forest, describing childrens' adventures,
and the majesty of animals and insects.
They were even comical at times,
referring to the husband as the most
horrible of animals, con't below

Myriad members Aya Jurgensons, James Schrader, Gary Jacoby, and Timothy Clark perform one of the many
varied selections they offered last Wednesday. The next scheduled group in the Lunchbreak Series is the GVSC
J^ g ^ v G m ^ u in te U e c ^ ^ T O fe sso ^ a u ^ n sc h k e ^ P h o to b y jn ^ S c h ro e d e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
con't from above

The group enjoys using their voices

CRISIS INTERVENTION
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR
THE OTTAWA COUNTY
HELP LINE 458-HELP
' Traimnq beams March 3rd m Grand
Haven.
■ Become a trained crisis inter
vention counselor and grow while
you help others
' Excellent experience for those
entering the helping professions
' No previous expenence needed,
‘ Choose to work in Grand Haven or
Ho'iand

instrumentally, and this spum ed their

arrangement of the 1911 classic "The
Carolina Rag". The rendition was
excellent, and received the loudest
applause ot the recital
Thev sang "Be Glad in America . h\
William Billings, wonderfully, as well
as some selections by composer Paul
I ahiech.

Febuary 2 4 , the Theatre B allet
Company o f Canada will perform. The

troupe is world-renowned, and
choreographer Lawrence Gradus is one
of the most highly regarded in ( anada
The performances lake place between
noon and one, and are held in
[.AT CPA.

One test where only
you know the score.
|( hi-t P ( Ini' I

m o hi.np Line is a crisis intervention hotline Much
: moires confidential 24 hour telephone counwfng
p and information services to cal'ors a ’c
re ' v nq problems m such areas as alcof
q.-po-ssion, suicide, loneliness, divor: m hea
,. q a ! unemployment spouse1 abuse
>2 "
whatever is troubling them
' 2265 J a m e s
•lOliund. Michigan 4
2 16 31J 2 1873
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Spielberg receives much praise-no nominations'
By Todd Saylor
S ta ff W riter
The nom inations for the 1985
Academy Awards are finally nut, and
the results are a little bit surprising.
The two films that received the most
attention from the academy were "The
Color Purple,” which is the story of a
battered woman's struggles towards
independence, and "Out o f Africa," the
tale o f B aroness Bon B lix e n ’s
adventures in the dark continent
Both films received 11 nominations,
including best picture. The surprising
aspect o f the voting was that Steven
Spielberg, who directd "The Color
Purple," was not nominated for best
director. This certainly seems to be a
contradiction. On the one hand the
Academ y has praised Spielberg's
creation by nom inating it in 11

catagories. Conversely, they have not
recognized the very man (Spielberg)
who coordinated the effort
The other films that were nominated
for best picture are: "Prizzis's Honor,"
the bitter comedy o f a lovesick mafia
hitman; "Witness," a police chase
against the backdrop o f an Amish
commuinity; and "Kiss o f the Spider
Woman," the story o f a homosexual
prisoner who is living out his fantasies
by telling his cellmates the plots o f old
B-movies.
The directors o f each o f the best
picture candidates (with the exception of
S p ielb erg) w ere honored with
nominations. The directors that were
nominated are: John Huston (director of
the Academy award winning film "The
African Queen") for "Prizzi's Honor,"
Peter W eir for "Winess," Hector
Babenco for "Kiss o f the Spider

Woman," Sidney Pollack for "Out o f
Africa," and Akira Kurosawa for "Ran."
Candidates for b est actor are:
Harrison Ford for "Witness,” Jack
Nicholson for 'Prizzi's Honor," James
Gamer for "Murphy’s Romance,"
William Hurt for "Kiss o f the Spider
Woman," and Jon Voi ght for
"Runaway Train."
The candidates for best actress are:
W hoopi Goldberg o f "The Color
Purple," Anne Bancroft for "Agnes of
God," Jessica Lange for "Sweet
Dreams," Meryl Streep for "Out of
Africa,” and Geraldine Page for "The
Trip to Bountiful” (at age 61 Page has
been nominated for Academy awards
eight times, and has never won).
The best supporting actor nominees
are: Klaus maria Brandauer for "Out o f
Africa," William Hickey for "Prizzi's
Honor," Robert Loggia for "Jagged

Edge," Eric Roberts for "Runaway
Train," and Don Ameche for "Cocoon."
The best supporting actress nominees
are: Oprah Winfrey and Margaret Avery,
nominated for "The color Purple,"
Anjelica Huston (director John Huston's
daughter) for "Prizzi’s Honor," Amy
Madigar. for "Twice in a lifetime," and
Meg Tilly (o f "Big Chill fame) for
"Agnes o f God."
In a year that yielded two o f it's top
film s in Decem ber, the lev el o f
excellence that spanned 1985 was very
low. In fact, it is very unlikply that
any o f this year's film s, (with the
exception o f "The Color Purple") would
have been nominated last year. For the
next few weeks leading into the
Academy Awards on March 2 4 , 1 will
review the top films o f 1985. Next
week I will review "The Color Purple"
now playing at Studio 28.

■CELEBRATE

SPRING BREAK ’86
■ Ft Lauderdale -

ENCORE WORD PROCESSING
DATA SERVICE------ ------------Term papers, reports, resumes, cover
letters and general correspondance.
-Proofreading and revisions—
Call Kathy 457-6059 Close to
campus. Recorder, please leave
message.

on the beach
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CONCERT AN D DANCE CLUB

7 am to Noon - “EARLY RISER”

Vo

BLOODY MARY SPECIAL

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITY

For you early risers, have a Bloody Mary and KEEP THE MUG!

10 am to 6 pm POOLSIDE PARTIES

The Mackinac Hotel and
Conference Center
will be interviewing at
Summer Employment Extravaganza
on March 19th

UVE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CON TEST •WATER VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT ‘ FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS ’ FREE T-SHIRT RELAYS
THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST •AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ... THE
WETTEST, WET T-SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7pm to8pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR

They have summer job openings in the following
areas:
Accounting, front office, reservations,
re sta u ra n t, bar, m aintenance, bell staff,
housekeeping.

GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE PARTY * THURSDAY,MAR 6
FREE SPRING BREAK ‘86 T-SHIRT

You must pre-arrange for an interview. Contact
Bonnie or Sheila in the Financial Aids Office for more
information (895-3234).

W ITH PAID ADM ISSION FOR

ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETW EEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O’CLOCK
W ITH PROPER COLLEGE I D.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER - $.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZESI

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach p re s e n ts ...
FT. LAUDERDALE’S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D.J SPINNING THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.

SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Employers hiring students under the FULL-TIME
SUMMER WORK-STUDY program will be among those
attending
t he
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
EXTRAVAGANZA on MARCH 19:

GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE
GRAND RAPIDS URBAN CORPS
DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES
CITY OF GRANDVILLE
U.S. FOREST SERVICE
OTTAWA CO. COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
CAMP BLODGETT
To have your eligibility for employment on the
work study program d et e r m i n e d prior to
interviewing with employers on March 19, make an
appointment with Sheila or Bonnie in the Financial Aid
Office by February 28 and bring along a copy of your

financial Aid Form for 1986-1987.

MON, WED & THUR:
Contest Nlte
Prizes A giveaways

opne»

TUE A FRI:
“Best Buns on the Beach’’ Contest
Heralded by Playboy m agazine

$175.00 Cash Prizes
r

_ CUP AND SAVE----------------------------------------------------

SATURDAY:
Come and Party til 3 AM!
SUNDAY:
Video Music Nlte
Dance to our wide screen video
end special affects light show
between band sets.
-C U P AND SAVE__

GRAND VALLEY STATE COLLEGE PARTY * THURSDAY,MAR 6

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY
(Limit one per customer!

Summers on the Beach • 219 S A tlantic Blvd. * Ft. Lauderdale, F a rid a • (305) 4 6 2 -8 9 7 8
(Locaied W block north of Las Olas Blvd. on A1A)

FLORIDA DRINKING LAW: You must be born on or before June 30, 1 966
to legally purchase alcoholic beverages In Florida

.SPRING BREAK ’86
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Ski team takes 2nd place
By M ike Shrauger
S taff W riter
The Grand Valley State Ski Team
concluded their 5th season-of collegiate
racing in the eastern regionals on
February 7 and 8 atCaberfae Mountain.
Ther ladies proved themselves as
much a contendor as any college, as
they took a second place overall finish
for the weekend.
Salli Hofweber lead the team as she
qualified in the top sixteen for the dual ,
competition held in the afternoon.
Credit must be given to the entire ladies
team: Marcia Schroeder, Jill Schroeder,
Kathleen Tannian, Melonie Rogers,
Heather Schmidt, and Lisa Palmer, who
proved hard work and determination has
its rewards. "Their speed and form
progressed week by week to bring home
the second place trophy," said Coach
Kim Amesbury who was very pleased

with the teams performance.
Grand V alley men took seventh
place, finishing just behind Michigan
State. Leading contenders in the giant
slalom were Mike Shrauger who placed
a clo se four seconds from dual
competition. Also placing were Kurt
Vanderloon, and Pat Tierney who just
recovered from a dislocated shoulder. In
the slalom event finishing first for
Grand Valley and ending his collegiate
racing career Captain Paul Thomas,
who was just edged out by Ferrns
States top skiing contender for the
men's dual competition.
Many congrats are in order to the
entire GVSC Ski Team, especially the
women who, this year, brought home a
second place trophy and came very close
to qualifying for the NCSA Midwest
Regional Weekend at Pine Mountain in
the Upper Peninsula.

Lakers fall below .500
By Jonathan Staten
Staff W riter
Grand Valley suffered a tough loss to
the Eastern Michigan Hurons 77 to 72.
At the half Grand Valley led 38-36
on the strength of Kevin Duncy and
Andy Kolp's inside scoring.
In the second half Eastern Michigan's
aggressive defense and fast break
allowed them to overcome the Later's
strong inside game. Eastern's balanced
scoring attack was led by Lewis Scott
with 18, Percy Cooper, and Ricky

Buttrom scored 14 points each, while
Grant Long added 12. Kevin Dungey
led the lakers with 19 points and 11

rebounds.
The Lakers came back Saturday and
suffered a 68-67 loss to Saginaw
Valley. Saginaw led all the way.
Saginaw was leading 68-67 with 8
seconds left then Jeff Bogan missed the
front end on a one on one. Andy Kolp
tried a shot at the buzzer and missed.
Kevin King scored 18 points and
Robert Goggins added 14 pofrits for the
Cardinals. Kevin Dungey led the
Lakers with 22 points. Mike Davis had
11 points. Robert Allen and Andy
Kolp put in 10 points a piece. The

Lakers are (12-13) overall and (7-7) in
the conference. In next week's issue
look for an exclusive interview with the
Laker's big man Kevin Dungey.

Beck signs 32 recruits
By Rodrick W ells
Sports Editor

Grand Valley State football team this
past week signed 32 high school
recruits. The players that Grand Valley
signed have a combined grade point
average of over 2.8.
Coach Tom Beck feels that he got
most of the players he wanted. Coach
Beck wanted a couple of more explosive
players at running back and receiver,
but they opted for division I schools.
Coach Beck was happy with the quality
and character of the athletes, he
remarked "Off the field we want them to
be good students."Coach Beck's
philosophy on recruiting is to get one
good player at all 22 positions,
including special teams. Then he tries
to get a surplus at the skilled positions

There are some players Coach Beck
is really high on. Steve Bruner a 6-0,
195 pound running back from Grand
Ledge. Steven Blank a 6-1, 210
linebacker who is the state's 2 time
Golden Glove champion.
Lance
Bridges is a (6-0) 185 defensive back
from Albion. Simon Lemiex is a 6-1,
255 pound guard from G.R. West
Catholic highschool, he's strong and
powerful. Todd Tracey is another big
lineman at 230 pounds Tracey is from
Belvidere, Illinois.
The Lakers came up with three
excellent quarterback prospects in
Robert Hunt, Charles McEwen and
Robert Pratl.
Coach Beck says, "Half a dozen
freshmen will have a chance at making
the traveling squad." Spring drills
begin March 29th

Mike Davis scores 2 o f his 11 points against Eastern Michigan. Photo Tom
Santarlas.
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Tuesday Feb. 25 th
In the north Comroqne
at 7 p.m.
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Butchart scores 24 in losing cause
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
Grand Valley States Lady Lakers
suffered a 85-57 set back to Saginaw
Valley The Cardinals controlled the
game from start to finish as they ran to
a 37-26 half time advantage
The Cardinals came out the second
half and outscored the Lakers 48-31
The Lakers who are shooting 50% for
the season shot only 33% against the

Cardinals.
Sonja Paquin led the Cardinals (21-3)
(13-1) in scoring with 22 points
Grand Valley was led by lenny
Butchart's career high of 24 points
Rose Antrim threw in 17 points. The
Lady Lakers are (18-7) overall and (9-5)
in the conference The Lady Lakers
will play at Oakland Thursday night,
then they will come back home to play
Ferns State on Saturdav the 22nd

m i l l be a u c t i o n i n g off m e n
and m o m e n for t h r e e h o u r s
of s e r v i c e to YOU! There
m ill be a s u r p r i s e m i t h one
of the f e a t u r e d s l a v e s
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I.Nets (3-0)
2Druids (1-0)
3. Rebels (2-0)
4 J.K. (2-0)
5.We're Trying (3-0)
6.7Card Stud (2*0)
7.lntangibles (2-0)
8.Whatever (2-0)
9. Amphibians (4-0)
10. Crunchberries (2-0)

Sttiumdimgs-

w

V.

2
2
2
0
0

7 Card Stud
Differentials
Nothing
Folding Doors
Shufflin’ Crew

OPEN
Games

Dan Austin
i
Mark Halstead
Dave Tehozewski
Tim Antel
Jerry Pettway
Dave Hudson
Paul Dirkey
Jeff Chang

Points

Ave
24
20
17
14.3
13.5
13.5
13.3
13.3

72
40
51
43
27
27
40
40

3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3

HOUSING
Games
Points

Ave.

Mike Williams
Tim Nelson
Troy Farley
Tullv Gillick

17
14
13.5
12.6
12

Rebels
Jerry's Kids
Kappa Alpha Psi
Argiles
Dortmunders

W
2
1
0
0
0

Druids

Scrappers
Karpanty's Killers
Dirty White Boys
Weasels

Cmnchberries
Intangibles
Cambridge
The Jazz
Just Kidding
Wheels of Fortune
Warriors

Intangibles

Episodes

upcominqt

lazz
Alpha Phi Alpha

2 /1 9

"The

Visit"

2/20

"Fire

2 /2 1

"China,"

2/74

"In

in

the

(part

the S h a d o w
van 's

0
0
1
2
3

3
2
1
0
0

2
O

L
0
0

Scores
2-0
50-36
50-45
5051- 6
51-33
2-0
51-35
35-32
454651-26
51-31
51-37
37-34
31-22
51-30
50-43
50-21
50-36
50-

Lakers
Dirty White Boys
Scrappers
Opiates
Bomb Squad
Philly
Bars
Argiles
Wheels of Fortune
Scrumpers
Folding Doors
Motown
86'ers
Karpanty's Killers
Unknowns
Sig Eps
86’ers
Scrumpers
Cambridge
Unknowns
Weasels
Wheels ot Fortune
Warriors
Sig Eps

Tranedyi

Hoopsters
Wildcats
Court Jesters
Hanover Hoopers
Hey Dudes
Waterfront

\
2
2

W
4
3
2

NEW- AGE m U S I C i J e f f G r e e n h a :
or
y o u 3u n d a / s f r o m 10 t 0 0 c . m. u n t i l
m i d n i g h t o n WGVC- ET

1.
2.
3.
20
4.
5.

A p p l i c a t i o n s are b e in g a c c e p t e d
for work at WGVC-FIT. S o m e ra di o
or j o u r n a l i s m e x p e r i e n c e is h e l p 
ful, and a u d i t i o n s a re r e q u i r e d .

2
3

L

0
0
2
T

Druids (4-0)
Whatever (3-0)
Wildoats (3-0)
H. Hoopsters (3-0)
Court Jesters (2-2)
WOMEN

1. Allison Scott
2.38 Joan Donell
3.39 Julie Villemure
4. Dawn Stout
5. Kelly Maas

Ave.
22
20
16
16
15

Points
22
20
16
16
15

(James
1
1
1
1
1

Sc ores
33 -29
42 -19
50--l 3
50 -l I
37--22
51
38-■26
24
38- 32

Winner
Whatever
Druids
Wildcats
45
Hoopsters

Family Health Care
at its Best

PREPARE FOR:

LSAT

ST a NL'ALF Ml DICAL f I VII K
3950 Lake Michigan Or . N W
(.rand Kapids, MI 49504

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.
TE S t W lEKlfiATON S P tC lA L S T S S « C E T9J8

Hr. Norman Weber, D.O.

W C K R - I n t e r - D o r m R ad i o i b e c a u s e of
t e c h n i c a 1 p r o b l e m s , an d a lack of
i n t e r e s t & a p p l i c a t i o n s , W CK R
wil l n o t o p e r a t e this s e me s te r.

2
1
1
0

W
4
Druids
Whatever
3
Kaptain Kelly's Kids 1
Cut Offs
Tri-Sigma
Rebels

L
0
1
1
2
2
2
4

[T

Hoax"

L

0
0
2
2

2

BASKETBALL - WOMEN'S
Loser
Kaptain Kelly's Kids
Cut-Offs
Hey Dudes
Waterfront
51- Whatever
0
Cut-Offs
5013
Tri-Sigma
Druids
5132
Court Jesters
Wildcats
50-35 Hanover Hoopers
Waterfront
50-34 Kaptain Kelly's Kids Rebels

I’hillv

8 ooth"

W
3

L

G.L.I.A.C.

Amphibians
Enough Said
J-Straps
Motown
The Opiates
Unknowns
86'ers

BASKETBALL - MEN
Loser

3
2
1
1
1
0

Bomb Squad

0
1

III)
of

W
Nets
Unknowns
Court Master Jays
Philly
Bats

1A

w
We're Trying Eh?
Alpha Phi Alpha
Pi Kapps
Sig-Ep Scrumpers
Sig-Eps

l nk n o wn s

Amphibians
Bats

Tiduuost"

L

2
1
2
1
1
0

Metro

©

KALEIDOSCOPE

w

Midwest

L

0
0
1
1
1

S.E.C.

Winner
Differentials
Whatever
Druids
J-Straps
The Unknowns
Court Master Jays
Nets
Rebels
Just Kidding
Alpha Phi Alpha
Nothing
Enough Said
Opiates
Final Laker BASKETBALL games of '86t
Whatever
Enough Said
Th. 2/20 CVSC 9 O a k l a n d Univ. 7 i 50 pm
Pi Kapps
Sa. 2/2 2 F e r r i s S t a t e (D C V S C
2 « 50 pm
Amphibians
We. 2/2 6 N o r t h e r n Pflich 9 CVS C 7 1 20 pm
We're trying, Eh'.’
Cmnchberries
T i m e s l i s t e d a re b r o a d c a s t t i m e s on
Nets
WGVC-FP1 S 8 . 5 mHz a n d WYCE- FM, 8 8 . 1 mHz
Karpanty's Killers

2 /2 S "dead

0
1
1
2
2

Whatever

S.W.A.C.

W

].
2.
3.
4.

L

Big Ten

A.C.C.

Big East

lb

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

'>

Pac Ten

..di Cays E-es S Weekends

I)r. Karle Reynolds, D.O.
Dr. Kov Unison, D.O.
l.rjnJ
Allergies
Laboratory
X-rays
O b stetrics

Minor Surgery
Pediatncs
Physical Therapy
Gynecol og

begins

RjpiJi
VI j rcl:

clan

I'

l.’jll

fu r in j u m i a ti o n

(517)

312 2 5 3 9

VI ichi

1111

g jn Ave Suite (X)2
h l- arising. VI1 48823

Physician or. call at all tunes, call 453-2429.
Mon-Fri

9:30-5 00

Mon. evenings 6 :0 0 9 : 0 0

7 minutes east of campus

$at

9 30-12 00
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Goodwin breaks record
By K eith C ornell
S taff W riter
On February 15, the men and
womens track team hosted the GVSC
invitational meet with several other area
teams participating. The highlight o f
the meet was the 400 meter run. Rudy
Goodwin broke the school record set in
1983 by Jeff Chadwick, current wide
receiver for the Detroit Lions with a
time o f 51.27 seconds, taking 2nd place
in his event.
The GV 1600 meter relay team o f
Rudy Goodwin, Scott France, Scott
Stone, and Jim Sloan ran to victory in
their event with a time o f 3:27.87
seconds. Teammate Jeff Siedel threw
his personal best in the shotput with a

distance o f 427". There were other Fine
performances by the Laker men,
including Bob Verbrugge in the 50
meter hurdles with a time o f 7.27
seconds.
The Lady Lakers did well in their
meets also, competing against six other
women's teams. Jean Mentzer passed
all the competition in both the 1500
meter and 1000 meter run with times of
4:45.7 and 3:08 respectively. Marie
Bobrowski captured first place in the
5000 while fellow Laker Pam Ruppert
took 2nd place in the 3000 with a time
of 11:38.
The next major meet is the Hope and
Calvin triangular on February 28 where
Grand Valley is sure to have some stiff
competition.

" FRATERNITY" CON’T
As for future projects Egan
commented, "I would like to open a
Greek them e am usem ent park,"
complete with one section for perpetual
toga parties.
Finally, when asked where Greeks
should go for Spring Break Egan replied
"Fort Lauderdale, even though it's a zoo
it’s great." He advised that reservations
be made ahead of time and "be sure to
take extra clothes, it gets pretty messy
down there."

con'l from pg 6
followed the presentation which was
hosted by the Program'Board.
Egan was em ployed at a book
publishing company for eight years
after graduating from Harvard
U n iv e r sity w ith a degree in
Government He has been on the road
promoting his book the last four
months. Egan said , "I've just sold the
rights to the book so it should be
released as a movie in 2-3 years.

The first 30 words tre free. Every word after 30, will coat Five cents. The Lanthoqt
reserves the right to reject a Person*! for legal or ethical considerations. Personals
are due the Friday before every issue', in the Lanthom offices, Lower Level o f the
Kirichof Center. Phone Number is 895-7803.

Classifieds
“CAMPUS REP NEEDED.’Earn big commissions and
free trips by selling Fort Lau
derdale, Nassau Paradise, Is
land Carribean Cruise, and
skiing to Vermont and Color
ado. For more information
call toll free 1-800-231-0113.

The Wind-woods, a fluteob o ccello trio, will play
light classical music for your
special occassion.
Tape
available.
Please call Eve
Kool at 451-9260 or I.eslie
Vandergriend at 456-7693.

$10-$360 Weekly/Up mailing
Circulars! No quotas! Sin
cerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success,
PQ Box 470CEG, Woodstock;
IL 60098.

Personals
Performers are still needed
for the Spring “86" Dance
Alliance
Variety
Show.
Credit can be earned. Con
tact I.orey at 895-4954 or
Patty at 895-7715 or Roger
Ellis in C.alder Fine Arts.

A growing Church which
welcomes The Entire Family

Allendale Wesleyan
Church
Offering Ministries in which you
can be a part:
People Ministering to People

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Every Sunday
classes for all ages 1-Adult
"You will find warm fellowship &
sharing here"

Morning worship 10:30 a.m.
"An Edifying Eellowship
Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.'

1or Information Phone S95-4S33
Corner of Scott at Avery,
Allendale
rS h JO T < £ i J ij J LF&bT
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*Wedding dress for sale, wit!
slip and veil. Worn once
Beautiful, long sleeved ant
high neck. Size 7-8. Heighi
5'-5'2”. $100.00, call 247
8110.
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Advertise in

The Lanthorru
Call 8 95 -7 8 03

Before you make
a long distance commitment,
make sure you know
what you’re getting into.
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AT&T
The right choice.

